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About Us
We have been serving our customers for over 50 years, supplying, installing and servicing refrigeration equipment. We
are driven by a commitment to exceed industry best practice and to deliver a valued service to our customers.
We will work with you from project conception and design, through to installation and provide additional support through
your after-care plan. 

Our Approach

Each contract is handled by our dedicated team, who will ensure that you have a point of contact who is fully briefed in
your specific needs or requirements.
Our skilled and experienced engineering team provide a very high standard of quality, service and reliability.
Our operations team includes a fully staffed help desk during office hours and an out of hours dedicated call centre, linked
to our emergency on-call engineers. This provides you with 24/7 365 days a year support and communication through
multi-site networks.

Affiliated Businesses

Other businesses within the group include Ayjay Group, Ayjay Pharma, Ayjay LSP and Flexcomm. Ayjay Group deliver
electrical solutions to industries that require specialist knowledge and has developed two business divisions within the
group to cater specifically for this. Ayjay Pharma specialises in pharmaceutical temperature-controlled
installations and Ayjay LSP who provide lightning & surge protection applications. Flexcomm specialises
in network data cabling solutions. By combining all the group’s expertise, we offer a complete
turn-key service.

LIGHTNING & SURGE
PROTECTION
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Excellence in EngineeringDelivering Integrated Solutions

Design & Installation
Turn-key Packages

Close Asset Management
Immediate Client Updates

Dilapidation Reports
Service Level Agreement

FGAS Compliance
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Project Management
Trust &Transparency

Tailored After-care Plans
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Service
We have a clear company strategy that puts the customer at the forefront of everything we do. Understanding our
customers is key to the service we offer, to accommodate their needs and provide solutions to maintain their
operations.

SLA

Service Level Agreement
We are committed to exceeding our customers’ expectations and have
strong account management to ensure we strive to achieve best in
service.

First-Time Fix

We tailor the stock in our vehicles to maximise the highest rate of first-time
fix bespoke to each customer. Wherever possible we aim for a first-time fix
solution.

After-care Plans

We will deliver a fully planned maintenance support package to ensure the
highest quality service and prevent equipment failure.

FGas Compliance

FGas inspections are a legal requirement and conducted by our expert
team. Our engineers are FGas compliant to advise on regulations and
options. (FGas Regulations EU 517/2014).

Advice

We will work with you to ensure that you keep your equipment in the best
possible condition. We will offer free advice on regulations to our existing
customer base.

24/7

Reactive Service

We offer 24/7 365 days a year engineering support, using the latest
service software.

Multi-Site Network

We have the flexibility to deliver multiple site service
and value.
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Service
Holistic Service Approach

Equipment can breakdown unexpectedly and without warning, having implications on your stock and your customers.
Whatever the requirement, whether emergency or a routine service maintenance check, our engineers will make sure your
equipment is protected and always in good working order.

Complete Service Offering

• Tailored solutions (including after-care plans)
• Downtime reduction
• Access to suppliers out of hours, through commercial arrangements
• Head Office stock holding
• Dilapidation reports

Tailored After-care Plans

Being prepared is the key to prevention in the form of planned maintenance support. Having an agreed after-care plan in
place will save your business both time and money and work towards preventing emergency or reactive call-outs.
Our team will attend the site, survey and assess your equipment to help avoid future breakdowns.

Our after-care plan service will provide your business with the following benefits:
• A tailored after-care plan for you
• Qualified and experienced engineers who will carry out all equipment repairs and installations
• 100% quality service
• 24/7 emergency call-out
• Regulations and compliance
• Cost effective solutions
• FGas compliance as per legislation

Dedicated Service Account Manager

Each experienced Account Manager will liaise with you, managing expectations and delivering each contract effectively
with a bespoke service.

UK Coverage

For regional coverage please call

02920 861627 to discuss further.
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Complete Compliance
We ensure all of our refrigeration services comply with the latest legislation such as:

System Components to BS EN 16084

We make sure the system components of your refrigeration system are fully compliant to British Standard regulation.
Our engineers are fully qualified to approve systems and will carry out a number of tests such as mechanical,
pressure and leak detection testing.

System Design to EN 378

When designing your refrigeration system we will always consider safety and environmental requirements.
This includes, heat transfer, hazards relating to cooling systems, heating equipment, environmental safety and
cleanliness.

FGas Regulations EU 517/2014

The updated FGas Regulation relates to leak prevention, recovery, certification and the selected restrictions on the use
and promotion of FGases. In addition to this legislation, in November 2017, the UK government reaffirmed their
commitment to HFC phase down. Reductions are also expected from bans of FGases with a high GWP
(Global Warming Potential).
The FGas legislation states that from the 1st January 2020, there will be a ban on servicing any system containing a
refrigerant with GWP of 2500 or higher and contains a charge of 40 tonnes CO²e.

Electrical Regulations BS 7671

BS 7671 set the standards for electrical installations in the UK and many other countries. We ensure our work meets the
requirements of the Electricity at Work Regulations 1989. The Regulations apply to the design, erection and
verification of electrical installations, also additions and alterations to existing installations.
Please see our website for updated FGas legislation changes.
This information is correct as of 20/05/2019.
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Quality & Standards
Operating a strict Health and Safety policy, to comply with our high standards and our customers’ standards.
Committed to working towards minimising the environmental impacts of its business activities.
Adhering to policies and regulations of a number of industry awarding bodies that audit our standards.
Promoting energy efficiency and sustainability to our customers, whereby our values can support our customers’
sustainable business practices.
Aiming to be the best that we can so that our customers can feel comfortable in the knowledge that their
businesses’ systems are in safe hands.
Investing in our staff from apprenticeships through to continuous staff development throughout each individual
career with us.
Training our staff to be technically competent and providing them with the most up to date information.
Our engineers are FGas compliant to advise on regulations and options.

Health & Safety

We are 100% committed to health & safety and conduct all operations in such a manner as to ensure safe working
environments during our installations or equipment maintenance with qualified, competent and experienced staff who are
fully up to date in safe working practices and procedures within this type of environment.
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We work within all refrigeration industries including large commercial areas with teams dedicated to different
sectors:

Sectors

Manufacturing

Food Service

Pharmaceutical

Specialist
Temperature
Controlled
Areas

• Production
• Distribution
• Storage
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System Design & Installation
We follow a process as part of your system design and installation plan which includes the following:

Initial Consultation

From initial enquiry we will assist in developing the most efficient and effective refrigeration system to suit your needs,
through a consultation with our dedicated team.

Design

The design stage is tailored to your individual needs. Using the latest design software, we can create designs for any
commercial requirement. In addition, we will design your system to comply to the upcoming FGas changes and we will
ensure your compliance for the future and not just for today.

Bespoke Solution

We don’t just provide off the shelf equipment. We will recommend the right solution to best fit your project, even if this
means bespoke equipment being manufactured. We work in partnership with our supply chain to ensure the best
solution.

Installation

We ensure your project is completed to the highest quality and on time, within the budget specified. All of our
installations are fully compliant and in line with current regulations and industry standards. Our team of commissioning
engineers take consideration over your control system for optimum performance for safety and product protection.
We adhere to the latest regulations and guidance relating to refrigeration systems including:
• System Components BS EN 16084
• FGas Regulations EU 517/2014
• Electrical Regulations BS 7671
• System Design EN 378
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Project Management
Our experienced team of engineers and managers will manage each project from start to finish with clarity and regular
communication with all our clients. With a wide experience in refrigeration installations, we understand it is imperative to
communicate the whole process.

Providing Regulation Advice
FGas Regulations

To reduce the impact that HFC refrigerants have on global warming, new FGas legislation has been introduced to limit the
use of high GWP refrigerants and to reduce the leakage of HFC refrigerants into the atmosphere.

What is GWP and how does it work?
GWP stands for ‘Global Warming Potential’ and the GWP number given to a refrigerant is a scale of its global warming
potential when measured against CO² emissions. For example; every 1kg of R407F (which according to IPCC Fifth
Assessment Report (AR5) has a GWP of 1674) escaping from a system is equivalent to 1674kg (or 1.674 tonnes) of CO²
being released into the atmosphere. This comparison is referred to as CO² equivalent or CO²e.
GWP Group

GWP Range

Example Refrigerant

Ultra-low
Low
Moderate
High
Very High

0 to 10
10 to 200
200 to 1,400
1,400 to 2,500
> 2,500

Natural Refrigerants
R152A
R448A, R449A
R407A, R407F
R404A

It is a legal requirement to ensure your refrigeration system is FGas inspected based on its GWP. Please contact us for
further information on 02920

861627.

The example below outlines the implications to your business.
Refrigerant
GWP (AR5)

R404A
3943

R407F
1674

R448A
1273

What this means to you...

5 to 50 tonnes CO²e

kg=

1.27

2.99

3.93

FGas inspection required
annually

5 to 500 tonnes CO²e

kg=

12.7

29.9

39.3

FGas inspection required
bi-annually
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Consultancy
With over 100 combined years of technical and design expertise, we are able to provide expert advice and practical solutions
to challenging engineering problems. Our in depth understanding of heat reclaim and heat utilisation enables us to offer cost
effective packages to reduce carbon, save energy and give a realistic return period on capital expenditure.
We invest our time into attending the Institute of Refrigeration (IoR) events and other industry seminars to ensure that we are
always informed about current legislation, and just as importantly, we are also kept aware of proposed future legislation.
Whether our customers are looking to upgrade, or just ensure that new equipment will not fall foul of future legislation,
we can help.
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After-care Plans

Distribution, Manufacturing, Specialist-Controlled Areas
We will work alongside you and/or your BMS provider to deliver a tailored after-care service package.

Annual
Re-Calibration

Thermal Imaging

FGas Inspections

Oil Sampling

Lifetime
After-care Plans

FGas/Leak
Detection Systems

Temperature
Monitoring

Annual Electrical
Maintenance Test

Mechanical
Control Testing
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We have specialist teams supporting commercial refrigeration solutions for smaller spaces within the following
sectors:

Sectors

Hotels

Retail

Hospitality

Pubs/Restaurants

• Preparation
• Storage
• Display
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Supply & Installation
We install, service and maintain all makes of refrigeration and air-conditioning systems and only supply reliable and
energy efficient equipment.

Refrigeration Equipment Supply

We can supply a comprehensive range of integral and remote refrigeration systems. We also supply an extensive range
of refrigeration equipment including:
• Display
• Chest
• Serve over

Installation

We have over 50 years experience installing all types of cellar cooling and cold rooms.
Commercial agreements with major manufacturers
Over 1500 cellar/refrigeration installations completed within the last 3 years
Dedicated engineering teams
Group expertise in refrigeration, electrical and controls
12 months guarantee on installations
1-7 years warranty with partnerships through our manufacturers
Lifetime support through our after-care plans

We work closely with a number of high-end brands, including:
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After-care Plans
Retail & Hospitality

We will work alongside you to deliver a tailored after-care service package.

Mechanical
Control Testing

Thermal Imaging

Electrical Testing

Lifetime After-care
Plans

FGas Inspections

Leak Detection
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Pharmaceutical

Temperature-Controlled Solutions
We understand that creating the correct temperature-controlled environment is critical for protecting valuable
pharmaceutical product.
We have the capability to design and deliver turn-key projects, with our experienced team producing solutions to work
and assist you or your consultants in achieving clarity for your user requirement specification (URS).
We will provide a fully designed system to meet your exacting needs and temperature requirements. For example;
• Chilled room 2-8°c
• Freezer room -20°c
We use a bespoke control system that is adaptable, dependent on your needs and can incorporate such items as:
• ‘What If’ scenarios, including localised temperature spikes and actions prior to system alarm activation
• Pre-alarms, high temp, low temp:
• Automatic system shut down on low temperature
• Automatic stand-by system activation on high temperature before alarms
• UPS failsafe system for automated doors
• Interlocks for temperature and access control
• Single and multiple staged system operation
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Pharmaceutical

Temperature-Controlled Solutions
We design and install our refrigeration systems to N+1 (run and standby) to ensure
system reliability in the event of component failure. In addition to N+1 we also consider air flow
within the space during modelling (especially during off cycle or failure) and so consideration of the
location/size/power of each evaporator or fan motor is critical in relation to the room and the product.
By taking this care and consideration during the design phase of the project, we ensure we minimise any hot and cold
spots. This fundamental practice delivers first time validation during the crucial mapping and validation stage.

Evaporators
We can design bespoke evaporators to create the correct solution for the cold room and its product. Some key factors
we consider:
• Air velocity
• Safe isolation of components
• Energy consumption

• Ease of maintenance
• Corrosion protection
• Materials used and environment effect
• Physical size and weight

Condensing Units
Condensing units are the core to any refrigeration system and so particular attention is given both to their N+1 operation
and functionality.
To discuss a bespoke temperature-controlled project, contact us on

www.cbrefrigerationltd.co.uk

02920 861627.
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Contact Us
Ayjay House, Greenway, Bedwas House Industrial Estate,
Caerphilly, CF83 8DW
Registered in Wales. Company Reg: 1917726
sales@cbrefrigerationltd.co.uk
www.cbrefrigerationltd.co.uk

02920 861627

Visit our website

